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L/EMY./mnt HEX-2 

Decision 89 09 '.03 SEPiZ.7 1999.' , 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Appl:i.cation of ) 
Pacif:i.c Gas & Electric Company, for ) 
authorization to Establ:i.sh a Rate ) 
Ad.j·ustment Proeedure for Its Diablo ) 
canyon Nuclear Power Plant~ to ) 
Increase Its Electric Rates to ) 
Reflect the Costs of owning, Operating) 
Maintaining and Eventually ) 
Decommissioning units 1 and 2 of the ) 
Plantr and to· Reduce Electric Rates ) 
Under Its Energy Cost Adjustment ) 
Clause and Annual Energy Rate to ) 
Reflect Decreased Fuel Expenses. ) 

--------------------------------, ) 
And Related Matter. ) 

) 

-------------------------------) 

Application 84-06-01J 
(Filed June 6, '1984) 

Application 85-08-025 
(Filed August 12, '1985) 

ORDER MODIFYING DECISION 89-03-063 
AND DENYING REHEARING 

The Redwood Alliance (Alliance) has filed an 
application for rehearing o·f Decision 89-03-063, in which we 
granted intervenors' fees and costs jointly to the San Luis 
Obispo Mothers for Peace and Rochelle Beeker (the San Luis Obispo 
parties) and denied such fees and costs. to the Alliance .. 

We have carefully considered all of the allegations of 
error raised in the Alliance's- application. Although we have 
concluded that the application for rehearing should be' denied, 
upon reconsideration, we believe that the decisionshoulClbe 
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modified as set forth in the attached revised paqes to Decision 
89-03-063. 

THEREFORE, for qood cause appearinq, 
IT IS, MEREBt ORDEREO: 
1. l'bat Decision 89-03-063 is modified by replacinq 

pages 2 through 4 with the following Revised Pages 2-12, attached 
hereto .. 

2. That a rehearing of 'Oecision 89-03-063 is aeniea. 
3. That the Executive Director should serve a copy of 

this decision on the parties to Applications 84-06~014 and 
85-08-025. 

This Order is effective today. 
Dated Septe~er 27, 1969, at San Francisco" California •. 
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G. MITCHELL WILK 
PresiClent 

STANLEY Wo. HULE'l"I'. 
JOHN S. OHANIAN" 
. PATRICIA 1'1.. ECKERT 

Commissioners 

Commissioner .Frederick R. Duda, 
being necessarily ;)bsent, did 
not participate • 
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Two, major issues in the settlement hearing were Whether 
performance based pricing would have an adverse effect on, plant 
safety and whether the safety committee would tunction effectively. 
The San ~uis Obispo parties presented extensive evidence on these 
two issues and cross-examined.witnesses in detail... 'rhe evidence 
and cross-examination of the San Luis Obispo parties caused the 
proponents of the settlement, PG&E, the Attorney General" and the 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates, to detail on the record the impact 
of the settlement on safety which" in turn, gave us' a thorough 
understanding of the safety issues involved in the structuring of 
the settlement. 

'rhe Redwood Alliance has also filed a request for 
compensation. It secks $65,,387.2'0. It too, was found eligible to 
claim compensation in Decision 88-12'-083. 

The Alliance has not allocated the time it has claimed by 
issues. In Decision 85-02-028, we stated that where the intervenor 
fails to allocate time by issues, we will use other methods, such 
as proration, to allocate time for them. (See also>, D.85-08-012 at 
6.) As we explained in Decision 85-08-012 at page 6: 

In the past, when an intervenor has· failed 
to allocate time issues, we have 
considered several factors· in determining 
the number of compensable hours: first,. 
the number of issues on which the 
intervenor makes a significant 
contribution compared to the total issues 
aadrcsscd. by tho intervenor: second" the 
significance to the Commission d.ecision of 
the issues· on which a contribution was or 
was not made~ and third, the type of 
proceeding-

Further" the :burden is on tho intervenor seekin9 
compensation to prepare careful time records., (D.85-08-012 at 
16.) We have previously advised. the Alliance to familiarize 
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itself with our rules and procedure concerning intervenor 
compensation claims. (0.86-09-046 at 4.) 

~he Alliance has claimed compensation as follows: 
$9,968.75 in attorneys fees for 79.75 billable hours ot attorney 
time at $125 per hour, as· well as $lrOS3.20 in attorney costs, 
$27,15·0 in paraleqal fees for 362 billable hours of paraleqal 
time at $75 per hour; $23,178.99 in expert witness fees and 
costs, and $4006 •. 30 for "'other reasonable costs" includinq 
postaqe, telephone ,. printing, and travel expenses·... While we have 
found $125· per hour a reasonable fee for attorneys with 
experience in commission proceedings, we note that Mr. Gaynor 
does not have such experience~ ~he commission may reduce an 
attorney's hourly rate where the attorney does not possess an 
adequate deqree of experience in Commission proceedings.. (See 
e.g .. , 0.68-04-012 at 12.) Accordingly, we believe that an hourly 
rate of $·110 is a more reasonable fee for Mr. Gaynor in this 
proceeding- 'I'his reduces Mr. Gaynor's claim to$8,77Z.50. Mr. 
Adams, the Alliance's paraleqal,. on the other hand, is an 
experienced participant and we find that $7~ per hour is a 
reasonable fee for his se=vices. However, we note that 45 hours 
o:f the 36-2' hours Mr. Adams- has claimed were spent on travel and 
are discussed below. Accordinqly, we will consider Mr. Adams' 
claim as one for 317 billable hours of paralegal time devoted to 
the time spent on issues and claimed as compensable which, at $75 
per hour, amounts to a claim of $23,775. 

In evaluating whether or not a party has made a 
substantial contribution, our Rules of Practice and Procedure 
clearly provide that an intervenor must eontribute "to the 
adoption, in whole or in part, of the Conunission's order or 
dee·ision." (Rule 76.503 (a) •. ) We have routinely required that a 
party must demonstrate i~ its request :for compensation that at 
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least some ot its recommendations were adopted in wholo or in 
part in the final d.ecision to qualify und.er this standard.. 

However, in certain exceptional circumstances, which we 
wish to clarity in this order, the commission may tind that a 
party has made a su~stantial contribution in the absence ot tho 
adoption ot any of its recommendations. Such a li~eralized 
standard should be utililzed only in cases where a strong public 
policy exists to encourage intervenor participation because ot 
tactors not present in the usual commission proceeding. ~hese 

factors must include: 1) an extraordinarily comple~ proceeding, 
requiring technical or legal skills not demanded. by the majority 
ot Commission proceedings, such that the cost ot participation by 
counselor the presentation ot expert testimony in such a ease is 
significantly gre~ter than the norm, and 2) a ease ot unusual 
importance, either as a precedent tor a siqniticant ra~emaking 
policy chang'e or because o·f the extraordinary tinancial impact of 
the case on rates or on the fiscal health ot the utility • 

One other tactor which supports the need to encourage 
intervenor participation may also be considered,. it both of the 
other two required conditions are met. That third tactor is the 
presence ot a proposed settlement, neqotiated and tiled by less 
than all the parties to a proceeding. It, as required above, the 
ease is extraordinarily complex and ot unusual importance, 
intervenors who have not participated in, the negotiation of a 
settlement should be strongly eneouarged' to participate, in order 
to ensure that their input,. which was not present during' the 
negotiations, is not lost. This allows tor a less restrietive 
evaluation of the significance ot the contribution ot such 
parties in the case.. We have evaluated the participation ot the 
San Luis Obispo parties and the Alliance in light ot .these 
principles. 
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The Alliance concentrated on the issues ot tloor 
payments, safety, decommissioning, cost etfectiveness and the 
bindinq effects ot the settlement on the Commission. Althouqh 
the Alliance concentrated on the above reterenced areas, it did. 
not make a substantial contribution in all those areas. The 
Alliance itselt concedes this. Aceordinqly, the Alliance has 
only sought compensation for its contribution to the cost 
effectiveness, tloor payment~ decommissioning and binding issues. 

We find that the Alliance made a substantial 
contribution, in part" to the issue ot the disposition of tloor 
pay.ments~ We were much concerned with the tloor payment 
provision. (0.88·-12-083, as mOdified at 140., The Alliance was 
the first party to raise the issue in its comments of July 29,. 
198·S with respect to the question o·f the proper distribution for 
tloor payment tunds should the balance in the tloor payment 
account exceed the value ot the plant on abandonment. (See 0.8S

l2-083, as modified. at l40-l4l .. ) However, this issue was more 
tully developed by the Commission's CACO statf and the presiding 
ALJ. The Alliance d.evoted approximately l5· percent ot its energy 
to this issue. Nevertheless, because the issue was more tully 
developed. by others, we will award the Alliance tor only that 
portion ot its contribution to, this issue which we think was 
substantial. Accordingly, the Alliance is entitled to an award 
o·f 10 percent of the total recover~le amount of its Claim tor 
compensation tor its s@stantial contribution to· the issue of 
floor payments .• 

The Alliance also made a substantial contribution in 
its exploration o·f the impact of the settlement· on 
decommissioning' costs and incentives. The testimony of Dr .. 
Bernow introduced the conflict between accounting treatment of 
operations and maintenance costs,. which are paid by ratepayers. 
Further, the Alliance p~rticipatedactivelY in the technical 
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workshops to develop some ot the questions and answers on 
d.econunissioninq that appear in exhibit 5-15. The Commission 
recognize~ the Alliance's expertise in decommissioning' earlier in 
this proccc~ing by awarding intervonor compcnzation tor 
contributions to Decision 87-03-029. Accordingly,. tor its 
contribution to this issue,. the Alliance is entitled to an award 
ot 10 percent o·t the total amount ot recoverable time claimed. 

The Alliance was the only party to raise the issue ot 
the cost ettectiveness o,t running the plant. However, tor 
reasons stated in Decision 88-l2-083, as moo.itieo.,. we tound that 
the evidence presented ~y the Alliance on this issue was 
preliminary, inao.equate and not persuasive. (D.88-12-083, as 
modified at 186.) The Alliance contends that a policy concern 
underlying the cost eftectiveness argument concerns· the question 
ot the binding ettect ot the aqreeme1?-t on tuture Commissions. 
(See 0 .. 88-12-083, as modi tied at 61.) While this is!;ue is 
important to the settlement agreement, the theory connecting 
these two issues i$ tenuous at ~e$t... Other parties. pursued. and 
developed this question more tully and we do not think that the 
Alliance's contribution to it was substantial. 

The Alliance has sought compensation tor travel time. 
In Decision 86-09-046 we determine~ that some compensation should 
~e allowed tor travel time which is reasonable and necessary to 
the intervenor's partiCipation.. (0.86-09-046 at 1.) We then 
determined that "absent any showing as to What proportion ot the 
travel time was spent in working on.issues tor which compensation 
is qranted, a reasonable accounting tor travel hours in this ease 
is to include necessary and reasonable travel till1e at one-half 
the authorized.hourly rate .. " (0.86-09-046· at l.) The clailn. 
submitted by the Alliance tails to' list the all10unt ot time its 
attorney is claiming as t.ravel time. We note that he has 
submitted a claim tor travel expenses. based. on two round trip· air 
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flights to San Francisco. Mr. Adams, the Alliance"s paralegal, 
has claimed reimbursement tor travel time for a total of 45 
hours~ Althouqh the claim neqlects to specify, it appears trom 
the length of the trips involved that the Alliance's paralegal 
did not utilize air travel which would, in the ordinary courso of 
business, be the standard method of travel for the distances 
involved.. (See 0.86-09-046· at 2.) As we stated in Decision 86-
09-046, Hwe do not believe the ratepayers are served. by having to 
pay the equivalent of an hourly fee for such an extensive number 
of travel hours, Which clearly d.o not represent the most 
efficient use of the attorney's." paralegal's-, or witnesses time." 
(0.86-09-046 at 2 .. ) This observation hold.s true here .. 
Accord.ingly,. we will, as we d.id in Decision 86--09-046" award 
travel time at one-half the authorized, hourly rate ($110 an hour 
for attorney time and $75 per hour tor nonattorney time) for the 
hours representing reasonable travel time. • 

It appears to us that the reasonable amount of air 
travel time per round trip air flight between San Francisco' and 
Arcata would be three hours and two hours between San Francisco 
and San Luis Obispo. (See 0 .. 8·6-09-046 at 2.) Therefore, we will 
award the Alliance,. $33·0 tor its attorney"s travel time and 
$843.75 tor its paralegal's travel time. Because the claim tails 
to- specity any travel time for Dr. Bernow, no· award will be made. 

Because we have concluded that the Alliance should be 
compensated. proportiona~ly tor its participation in.the 
settlement proceedings, we tind that it should recover its costs 
which total $·28,.268 .. 49, on the same prorated. basis,. which is 
equivalent to· 20 percent. We 'therefore find that the Alliance 
should be compensated $5,653.69 for reasonable costs., 

Accordingly, we will award the Alliance and all of its 
agents. a total of $13,336 •. 89 for its participation in the Diablo 
Canyon settlement proeeedinq. 
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Findings of Fac~ 

1. The presentation of the san Luis Obispo, parties made a 
substantial contribution to Decision 8'8-12-08-3. 

2. The compensation requested by the San Luis Obispo 
parties is based on approximately 560 hours of the participants' 
time at $5,0 per hour plus reason~le expenses tor travel, 
telephones, stationery, and. postage, etc. 

3.. An award of compensation to the San Luis Obispo' parties 
of $35,228.41 is reasonable .. 

4. The presentation of the Redwood Alliance made a 
substantial contribution, in part" to Decision 88-12-083 on the 
issues concerning floor payments and decommissioninq .. 

5. That the Redwood Alliance has sought compensation in the 
amount of $6-5,387'.2'0, claim.ing 79 .. 75 hours of attorney time at 
$125 per hour, 36,2 hours of paralegal time at $7$ per hour, 
$23,178.99 in expert witness fees and costs, and, $5089.50 in 
costs, including, travel, telephone, postaqe and printing .. 

6. Redwood Alliance's attorneY,does not possess a 
reasonable degree of experience in Commission proceedings to 
support a claim for $125, per hour. 

7. A reasonable hourly rate tor the Redwood Alliance's 
attorney in the settlement proceedinqs is $110. 
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8. $75 per hour is. a reasonable hourly rate tor the Redwood 
Alliance's paralegal who is an experienced participant in 
Commission proceedings. 

9. RedwoQd Alliance has claimed time for travel. Air 
travel is the standard and most reasonable form of travel for the 
distances involved here.. The reasonable amount of air travel 
time per round trip· air flight between San Francisco and Arcata 
would be three hours and two hours between San Francisco and San 
Luis Obispo. Accordingly, we will award travel time at one-half 
the hourly rate of $110 tor attorney time and $75 for paralegal 
time. 

10. Of the total 362 hours claimed by Redwood Alliance's 
paralegal, 4S were spent on travel. Because we are awarding 
travel time at one-half of the hourly rate, we will deduct the 45 
hours from the total claim and award Redwood Alliance $843.7S 
for the paraleqall's travel time.. 'rhe remaining 317 hours. will ):)e 
treated as the total amount of time Redwood Alliance has claimed 
for its paralegal's participation in the issues raised in this. 
matter. 

ll. Redwood Alliance's attorney has submitted expenses for 
two round trip, air fares· between Arcata and San Francisco. 
Accordingly, we will award Redwood Alliance $330 for attorney 
travel time. 

12. Redwood Alliance's expert witness has not claimed 
travel time and none will be awarded. 

l3. Given the Redwood Alliance"s substantial contri:bution on 
the issue of floor payments, we will allow eompensation of 
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$3·254.75 amounting to 10 percent of Mr. Gaynor's and Mr. Adam's 
claimed time. 

14. Given the Redwood Alliance's substantial contribution 
on the issue of decommissioning, we will allow compensation of 
$3254.75· amounting to· 10 percent of Mr. Gaynor's and Mr. Adam's 
claimed time. 

15. Redwood Alliance did not make a substantial 
contribution on the issue of cost effectiveness and the issue of 
binding future Commissions. Redwood Alliance did not claim 
compen~ation for i ts contri~ution to the safety issue •. 

16. Redwood Alliance has. claimed a total of $28,268-.49 in 
costs. Given Redwood Alliance's substantial contribution to the 
issues of floor payments and decoml'l\issioning, we ):)elieve that it 
is reasonable to allow compensation for $5·,6503.60, which amounts 
to 20 percent o·f the total costs claimed ... 

17. A total award of $13,336.89 to the Redwood Alliance is 
reasona:ble. 

18. The Diablo Canyon settlement proceeding involved an 
extremely complex matter, requiring more than the usual level ot 
technical expertise from participants (thereby increasing the 
cost of participation). 

19. the Dia):)lo canyon settlement 'proceeding further 
involved issues of extreme importance in the setting of a 
ratemaking mechanism for such an extended period of time. 
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20. A number of the intervenors including ,the Redwood 
Alliance and the San Luis Obispo parties did not participate in 

the settlement negotiations. 

~nelu§.ions of Law 

1. The San Luis Obispo parties should be compensated for 
their substantial contribution to Decision 88~12-083· on the issue 
of safety, consistent with the preceeding discussion and 
findin9'~. 

2. The Redwood Alliance should be compensated for its 
substantial contribution to Decision 88-l2-083 on the issues o,:! 
floor payments and decommissioning, consistent with the 
preceeding discussion and findings. 

3. The factors set forth in the a~ove findings numbers 18 

thru 20, justify the commission's departure from its usual strict 
interpretation of the intervenor compensation rules, and further 
justify the Commission's award of compensation to the Redwood 
Alliance and the San Luis Obispo parties even though. their 
positions were not adopted :by the Commission in whole or in part. 
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OBPER 

IT' IS ORDERED that Pacific Gas ana Electric Company (PG&E) 
shall pay the San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace and Rochelle 
Becker (the San Luis O~ispo Parties) jointly, $35,228.41, within 
l5 days, t:::om today" as compensation tor the San Luis ODispo 
parties' substantial contribution to Decision 88-12-08-3. PG&E 

shall also pay the Redwood Alliance $13,33,6.89 within 1,5, days 
tromtoday, as, compensation for the Redwood Alliance's 
su):)stantial contribution to Decision 88-12-083,. 

This Order is effeotive today. 
Datec1:,' _________ , at San Francisoo-, california .. 

\ 

-I" •••.. ,., ......................... _ .... _ ..... _-_ ....... , ••• 
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least some of its recommendations were adopted in whole or in 
part in the final decision to qualify under this stan ard. 

However, in certain exceptional circums ces, which we 
wish to clarify in this order, the Commission find that a 
party bas made a substantial contribution in e absence of the 
adoption of any of its recommendations. S a liberalized 
standard should be utililzed only in cas where a strong public 
policy exists to encourage intervenor articipation because ot 
factors not present in the usual Co l.ssion proceeding.. These 
factors must inclUde: 1) an extrao inarily complex proceeding, 
requiring technical or legal skil s not demanded by the majority 
of cOl'!'llnission proceedings, such hat the cost of participation by 
counselor the presentation:tf xpert testimony in such a ease is 
significantly greater than th norm; 2) a ease of unusual 
importance, either as a prec ~ent tor a signiticant ratemaking 
policy change or because of he extraordinary financial impact of 
the case on rates or on th fiscal health of the utility. 

One other factor which supports the need to· encourage 
ay also· be considered, if the other two 

ct. That third ~actor is. the presence 
, negotiated and filed by less than all 
ing. If, as required above, the case is 

intervenor participation 
required conditions are 
of a proposed settlemen 
the parties to· a procee 
extraordinarily comple 
who have not particip 

and of unusual importance, intervenors 
ed in the negotiation of a settlement 

should be strongly en ouarged to· participate, in order to ensure 
that their input,. wh'ch was not present during the negotiations, 
is not lost. This a lows for a less restrictive evaluation of 
the significance of he contribution of such parties in the ease. 
We have evaluated t e participation of the San Luis Obispo 
parties and the All ance in liqht of these principles. 

The Allia ce concentrated on the issues of floor 
payments, safety, commissioning,. cost eftectiveness and the 
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binding effects of the settlement on the Commissio 
the Alliance concentrated on the above referenc areas, it did 
not make a substantial contribution in all t se areas~ ~he 

Alliance itself concedes this. Accordingl, the Alliance has 
only sought compensation for its contri tion to the cost 
effectiveness, floor payment, decommi sioning and binding issues. 

We find that the Allianc made a substantial 
contribution, in part,. to the is e of the disposition. o'f floor 
payments. We were llluch conce d with the floor payment 
provision. (O.SS-12-083, as· odified at 140.) ~he Alliance was , 
the first party to raise th issue in its comments of July 29', 
1988 with'respect to· the estion of the proper distribution for 
floor payment funds shou dthe balance in the floor payment 
account exceed the val 
12-083, as modified a 
fully developed by t e 

of the plant on abandonment. (See O.SS-
140-141.) However, this issue was more 
Commission's CACO staff and the presiding 

ALJ. The Alliance evoted approximately 15 percent of its ener~ 
to this issue. N· ertheless, because the issue was more fully 
developed by oth· s, we will award the Alliance for only that 
portion of its ntribution to this issue which we think was 
substantial. cordingly, the Alliance is entitled· to an award 
of 10 percent f the total recoverable amount of its claim for 
compensation or its substantial contribution to the issue of 
floor pay,men s. 

T e Alliance also made a substantial contribution in 
its explor tion of the impact of the settlement on 
decommissioning costs and incentives.. ~he testimony of Dr .. 
Bernow i7troduced the conflict between accounting treatment of 
operations and maintenance costs, which are paid by ratepayers. 
Further/' the Alliance participated actively in the technical 
worksh£~s to develop" some of the questions and'answers on 
deconm&ssioning that appear in exhibit 51$ .. Thecommission / .. 
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recoqnized the Alliance's expertise in'decommissioninq earlier in 
this proceeding by awarding intervenor compensation for 
contributions to- Decision 87-03-029. Aceordin9'ly, for its 
contri~ution to this issue, the Alliance is entit to an award 
of 10 percent ot the. total amount of recovera~ time claimed. 

The Alliance was the only party to aise the issue of 
the cost effectiveness o,t running the pla However, for 
reasons statecl in Decision 88-12-083, a modified,. we found that 
the evidence presented by the Alliane on this issue was 
preliminary, inadequate ancl not per asive. (0.88-12-083, as 
mOdified at 186.) ~he Alliance c tends that a policy concern 
underlying the cost effectivene argument concerns the question 
of the binding effect of the reement on future Commissions. 
(See D.88-12-083, as modifie at 61.) While this issue is 
important to the settlemen a9reemen~ the theory connecting 
these two issues is tenuo at best~ Other parties·pursued and 
developed this question ore fully and we do not think that the 
Alliance's contribution to it was substantial~ 

The Allianc has sought compensation for travel time. 
In Decision 86-09-046 we determined that some compensation should 
be allowed for trav time which is reasonable and necessary to 
the intervenor's p (0.86-09-046 at 1.) We then 
c1etermined that Ita sent any showing as to, what proportion of the 
travel time was sent in working on issues tor which compensation 
is grantea, a re~ona~le accounting for travel hours in this case 
is to include necessary and reasona:ble travel time at one-half 
the authorized -dourlY rate." (0.86-09-046 at 1 .. ) The claim 
submitted by th~ Alliance fails to list the amount of time its 
attorney is clJiminq as travel time. We note that he has 

I 
submitted a claim for travel expenses based on two round trip air 
flights to· sa~ Francisco,~ Mr. Adams, the Alliance's paralegal" 
has claimed reimbursement tor travel time tor a total of 45 

i 
) 
1 

V 
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hours. Although the claim neglects to specify, it appears trom 
the length ot the trips involved that the Alliance's paralegal 
did not utilize air travel which would, in the ordinary course of 
~usinessf be the standard method of travel for the distances 
inVOlved. (See 0.86-09-046 at 2.) As we stated in Decision SG-
09-046, "we do not believe the ratepayers are served by having to, 
pay the equivalent ot an hourly fee for such an extensive number 
of travel hours, which clearly do not repre nt the most 
efticient use of the attorney's, paralega s,. or witnesses time." 
(D.86-09-046 at 2.) This. observation ds true here. 
Accordingly, we will, as we did in D ision 86-09-046, award 
travel time at one-half the author' ed hourly rate (~llO an hour 
for attorney time and $75 per ho for nonattorney time) for the 
hours representing reasonable avel time. 

It appears to us t t the reasona~le amount of air 
travel time per round trip ir flight between San Francisco and 
Arcata would be three hour, and two hours ~etween San Francisco 
and San Luis Obispo.. 0 .. 8·6-09-046 at 2.) Therefore, we will 
award the Alliance,. $33 tor its attorney's travel time and 
$843 .. 75 for its parale l's travel time. Because the elaim fails 
to· specify any travel ime for Dr. Bernow, no· award will be made. 

Because we~ave concluded that the Alliance should be 
compensated proport~nallY for its participation in the 
settlement proceedipgs, we find that it should recover its costs 
which total $28.,26,~.49, on the same prorated basis, which is 
equivalent to 20 ~rcent. We therefore find that the Alliance 

t should. ):)e compensated. $5,653.69 for reasonable costs .. 
I 

Accordingly, we will award. the Alliance and all of its 
agents a total ot $13,336.89 for its partiCipation in the Diablo 

r , 
canyon settlement proeeed1n~. 

f 
( 

I 
I 
I 
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